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The Christian Mennonite denomination maintained a privileged position within National Socialist thought and policy through its conceptual and legal association with an evolving series of racial categories. Nearly all the world’s half-million Mennonites lived outside German borders between the World Wars. This allowed a small number of church leaders and sympathetic scholars to shape their image within Germany, especially as Hitler’s wartime expansionism brought a fourth of the denomination’s members under Nazi rule. Casting Mennonitism as part of one or more subgroups within a larger Germanic whole benefitted most adherents in regions administered by the Third Reich while simultaneously enabling their enrollment in propaganda and empire building.

In November 1929, the Nazi Party organ, Völkischer Beobachter, carried a front-page article entitled “The Death of the German Farmer Community in Soviet Russia.” Authored by Alfred Rosenberg, the editor and National Socialist ideologue who had led the party while Hitler was in prison, it outlined the plight of some 13,000 German-speaking refugees from Stalinization who, encamped in Moscow, sought escape from the Soviet Union to Germany. For Rosenberg, the crisis symbolized a world-historic clash between what he called Judeo-Bolshevism and the German race. “Bolshevism is a comrade of the Jewish efforts to destroy the entire Germanic world,” Rosenberg wrote. “The National Socialist movement recognized this danger from the beginning and built that into its essence; the extermination of the despairing German farmers in Soviet Russia gives opportunity to sharpen this recognition anew.” Penning shortly before the appearance of Rosenberg’s bestselling book, Der Mythus des 20.
Jahrhunderts, these ideas would famously go on to dominate both domestic law and foreign policy in the Third Reich.²

Only the most discerning readers of Rosenberg’s article would have learned that nearly all the 13,000 refugees in Moscow were members of the Mennonite faith, a historically separatist Christian denomination with origins in Europe’s sixteenth-century Reformation. Rosenberg used the word Mennonite just once in his essay, in a parenthetical aside. Like the vast majority of interwar Germany’s population, the Nazi philosopher likely possessed, at best, passing familiarity with the religion, a small fraction of whose half-million adherents lived within German borders. He certainly did not dwell on the nineteenth-century emigration of thousands of Mennonites out of imperial Germany because of opposition to military conscription laws, nor did he discuss ongoing traditions of theological pacifism in the denomination’s North American strongholds.³ Rather, Mennonites were relevant to Rosenberg as part of a much larger global diaspora of alleged racial comrades, whose travails abroad could help stoke radical nationalism in the Weimar Republic.

Mennonites’ relationship with National Socialism is currently garnering extensive study. Despite historic opposition to military service as well as selective skepticism toward German nationalism within the denomination, anti-Bolshevism and antisemitism rendered segments of the church sympathetic to fascism. Pro-Nazi sentiment could be found during the 1930s within Mennonite communities in Brazil, Canada, the Free City of Danzig, Germany, Mexico, the Netherlands, Paraguay, Poland, and the United States. Hitler’s expansionism eventually brought 125,000 Mennonites—approximately one fourth of the denomination worldwide—under Nazi rule.⁴ Recent scholarship has illuminated the far-reaching impact of fascist ideology among Mennonites outside German lands,⁵ the participation of some Mennonites in the crimes of the Holocaust,⁶ and efforts following World War II by church institutions on both sides of the Atlantic to suppress charges of collaboration.⁷ This literature has dramatically increased awareness about the denomination’s involvement with Nazism. By focusing almost exclusively on Mennonites’ own experiences, however, the relevance of new material for the broader historiography has been limited to discussions of Free Churches during the Third Reich.⁸

This article examines Mennonites’ place in Nazi ideology and practice from the 1920s through the Second World War. Far-right authors in Germany discussed the denomination in hundreds of books and articles. Most references appeared in works broadly about Germans in foreign countries. This literature conceptually treated Mennonites as part of multiple shifting categories, including Germans Abroad, Russia Germans, ethnic Germans, Frisians, Dutch, and Black Sea Germans.⁹ Nazi-oriented Mennonites helped integrate their denomination into these secular umbrella groupings through scholarship and personal encounters with the Third Reich’s bureaucracy. Identifying with one or more of many subsets of Germanness allowed members to
assert belonging within the Nazi racial community while also accounting for their coreligionists’ diverse histories and global demographics. For National Socialist rulers, such language facilitated the group’s enrollment in propaganda and empire building without legitimating theology as an alternative identity source. At the height of the Holocaust, when Alfred Rosenberg—then Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories—toured German-controlled Ukraine, he described his visit to the region’s oldest Mennonite colony as the “most moving moment of the entire trip.” But in his journal, he referred to residents by ethnicity as “Frisians,” not as Mennonites at all.10

Refugees and the Radical Right
Mennonites gained attention among Nazi intellectuals through the refugee crisis of 1929. Only 13,000 Mennonites lived in Weimar Germany itself. While the denomination had roots in the sixteenth-century Anabaptist movement in Central and Western Europe, Catholic and Protestant rulers alike had persecuted members during the Reformation and its aftermath, stifling growth. Anabaptist leaders such as the ex-priest Menno Simons of Friesland, whose name Mennonites bear, promoted adult baptism, skepticism toward worldly authority, and nonviolence. Even as some Mennonites and other Anabaptists found toleration in early modern states, economic hardship and political restrictions persisted. Foreign rulers and immigration authorities meanwhile invited Mennonites to colonize, Christianize, and otherwise “civilize” lands seized from native inhabitants. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, around 45 percent of Mennonites in German lands relocated abroad, approximately half going to North America and half to imperial Russia. Opposition to military service supplied the most intractable barrier to Mennonites’ integration into German national culture. By the First World War, however, most members in Central and Western Europe had abandoned strict nonresistance.11

The crisis of 1929 reflected the Soviet Union’s changing position toward its minority populations, including 100,000 Mennonites. Having arrived in the Russian Empire from the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, the Kingdom of Prussia, and imperial Germany, Mennonites had settled from the Black Sea to Siberia in predominantly agrarian colonies. Soviet bureaucrats, like their tsarist predecessors, often categorized these communities as German. Denominational spokespersons sometimes combatted anti-German sentiment by recounting roots in the Dutch Reformation and by claiming that their Plattdeutsch dialect was more akin to Dutch than German. In contrast to the 20,000 Mennonites who left the Soviet Union for Canada between 1923 and 1927, departures of Catholic and Protestant German speakers totaled only several hundred—a more typical count for minorities in the communist empire.12 Mennonites’ history of recent emigration, alongside their perceived Germanness, wealth, and religiosity rendered them disproportionate targets of Soviet repression. Yet, unlike most other victims of Stalin’s “Revolution from Above,” thousands of
Mennonites responded to collectivization and the deportation of wealthy “kulak” farmers at the decade’s end by traveling to Moscow and demanding permission to emigrate.

In Weimar Germany, the refugees’ plight generated substantial press. Noncommunist writers broadly expressed solidarity with their “brethren” abroad, while the far right harnessed the story to bolster narratives of democratic weakness and to call for national renewal at a time of world economic downturn.13 “Homeless German Colonists: Who Will Help Them?” asked the Völkischer Beobachter, which between November 1929 and January 1930 featured over a dozen articles on the refugees, three on its front page.14 In the months before the Nazi Party’s major electoral breakthrough, propagandists fused the refugee crisis with antisemitic allegations about unemployment, political leadership, and the ostensible humiliations of the Versailles Treaty. One editorial railed against Weimar law for protecting citizens of “Polish, Jewish, Negro, or other blood” while ignoring suffering Germans abroad: “This provision of the constitution ensures a race suicide for the German people.”15 Weimar officials had little desire to intervene in Soviet affairs, but public opinion forced them to act.16 They brokered the admission of 5,671 refugees to Germany, housing them in three transit camps called Hammerstein, Mölln, and Prenzlau.17

The refugees’ arrival in Germany facilitated Mennonites’ integration into rising forms of racialized scholarship. In January 1930, the internationally recognized eugenicist Eugen Fischer dispatched three technicians from Berlin’s Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Anthropology, Human Heredity, and Eugenics to conduct anthropometric studies in the Hammerstein camp. During the same month, Otto Aichel of the Anthropological Institute at the University of Kiel sent a five-person team to examine the refugees in Mölln and Prenzlau.18 These researchers employed state-of-the-art techniques recently honed through racial studies of other populations in Germany and abroad. The visitors took photographs and conducted bloodwork. They assessed hair, skin, and eye pigmentation and measured the size, shape, and location of noses, ears, and foreheads. Subsequently, the anthropologist Friedrich Keiter conducted comparative studies of Mennonites in the Free City of Danzig. He extrapolated that distantly related Central European Germans and “Russia German farmers” were as racially alike as biological twins.19 Keiter’s continued popular and technical writings helped to construe Mennonites as a subgroup of a larger Germanic race.20

Like Keiter, other right-wing scholars took interest in Mennonites after the 1929 refugee crisis. The event provided fodder for anticommunist émigrés like Georg Leibrandt and Adolf Ehrt, who coauthored a book on the destruction of Germans in the Soviet Union.21 Within three years, both published substantial works on Mennonites, joined the Nazi Party, and took positions in Hitler’s bureaucracy.22 Others, such as Otto Außen, Germany’s cultural attaché in Moscow, and Protestant pastor Jakob Stach worked directly with the migrants.23 Hans Rempel was himself a refugee in the Mölln
camp, and Benjamin Unruh represented the migrants in dealings with the Weimar government. Over the following decade and a half, around three dozen writers would produce much of the literature on Mennonites that appeared in scholarly journals and book series in Germany. As a group, these individuals could be roughly divided between Eastern European émigrés and native-born German citizens who radicalized as they studied Germans in diaspora abroad. Nearly all were men, and they tended to be at early stages in their professional careers when Hitler came to power. More than half were practicing or former Mennonites.

Late Weimar scholarship on Mennonites categorized most members of the denomination as “Germans Abroad” (Auslandsdeutsche). This term held nineteenth-century connotations of mass migration and overseas imperialism. By the 1920s, cultural organizations including Stuttgart’s German Foreign Institute, founded in 1917, and the older Association for Germandom Abroad increasingly pushed irredentist agendas. Right-wing activists cast the loss of German territories to Poland and France after World War I as amputations of a metaphorical national body. Anti-Bolshevism and antisemitism permeated such discussions. Practitioners of the emergent discipline of “East research” particularly linked fears of Judeo-Bolshevism to the subcategory of Russia Germans (Rußlanddeutsche), said to be ideal victims of this alleged cabal. Mennonites in the Soviet Union as well as migrants who settled in the Americas were frequently grouped as Russia Germans. Other Mennonites who traced their roots to Switzerland, France, and southern German states received less attention. Weimar scholars nonetheless also referred to these groups as Germans Abroad. They used subheadings like German Americans or German Canadians and further differentiated them by region (e.g., Pennsylvania Germans) or tribal heritage (e.g., Palatines).

The piecemeal dispersal in 1930 of migrants from the German refugee camps augmented perceptions of Mennonites’ denominational homogeneity. A minority of refugees remained in the Weimar Republic, while most soon traveled onward by ship to Brazil, Canada, and Paraguay. Scholars who specialized in Germans Abroad in these countries tracked the establishment of new settlements. The arrival of thousands of Mennonites in Paraguay’s Chaco drew special praise, since no previous European group had successfully colonized the area. Walter Quiring made his career at the German Foreign Institute by publicizing this movement. The geographers Herbert Wilhelmy and Oskar Schmieder likewise trumpeted accomplishments in the Chaco. Such writings entwined depictions of the denomination with notions of a unified community of Germans scattered across the globe. “The migrations of the Russia German Mennonites belong to the most spatially impressive population movements of the postwar period, perhaps even of the history of the German race overall,” claimed one illustrated coffee-table volume, Das Buch vom deutschen Volkstum. The book’s introduction acknowledged the denomination’s small size but argued that it could nevertheless serve as “an allegory for the entire fate of Germandom.”
By the early 1930s, Mennonites were a minor staple of the increasingly racialist literature on Germans Abroad. Descriptions of their purported colonial skill appeared in new encyclopedias such as the *Handwörterbuch des Grenz- und Auslanddeutschtums*, and atlases like *Volksdeutsche Kartenskizzen* featured diagrams of their settlements. These works emphasized agricultural and ethnic qualities over religious analysis, avoiding discussions of tenets such as adult baptism or nonresistance, sometimes even failing to use the word Mennonite. The denomination was useful to the extent it served preconceived ideological aims. Scholars’ a priori approach can be credited with the antithetical treatment they granted to other ethnicities living among Mennonite groups. Several German anthropologists, for instance, lodged with Mennonites in the Paraguayan Chaco while studying local Enhlet Indians. Although photographs of the Mennonites emphasized tidy yards, crisp clothes, and tasks associated with civilized life, those of Enhlet showed them with bows and arrows or laboring in log and grass “huts,” thus framing indigenous inhabitants as racially primitive. During the Third Reich, the same academics often continued studying Mennonites. Codification of racial law, however, complicated authors’ impulses to idealize the denomination.

**Categorizing Mennonites in the Third Reich**

The melding of Nazi racial ideology and German state policy after Hitler’s accession to power in 1933 prompted rightist scholars of Germans Abroad to evaluate their subjects’ political loyalties. Separatist sentiments and distinctive cultural practices among Mennonites in foreign countries had previously drawn comment, as when Heinz Kloß noted of Russia German groups in Canada:

> This part of Mennonitism living in or formally from the Ukraine is a distinct tribe (*Stamm*) just like the Palatines or the Swabians, a tribe that speaks its own Low Saxon dialect and that, through its particular worldview and history, also differentiates itself more than most other German tribes from the larger German language group and is not far distant from becoming its own [non-German] race (*Volk*).34

Under the Third Reich, pronouncements of this character reflected less detached assessments than ideological condemnation. German academics claimed that Mennonites often portrayed themselves as “a special race,”35 “a Mennonite race,”36 or “their own, special race.”37 The strongest allegations associated them with antisemitic tropes. “Like the Jews,” read a scathing report on Paraguay’s settlers to the German Foreign Office, “Mennonites believe the bonds of blood make them not just a *single* race, but the ‘chosen race’ of God.”38

Intimations of disloyalty held consequences for Mennonites within and, to a lesser extent, beyond German borders. While Latin American colonies received school materials and industrial equipment from Nazi cultural organizations, members living
in the Third Reich required state sanction to operate churches, publish, and generally participate in public life. Religious leaders voiced broad approbation for Hitler’s program and influential clergy joined the party. Articulating overall support for National Socialism, they avoided their denomination’s assimilation into larger Protestant state churches. Remarkably, churchmen even won concessions exempting Mennonites from swearing oaths in most party and state capacities. Yet misinformed or outdated bureaucratic reports could elicit sudden, unfavorable verdicts. In 1936, the Nazi Party’s highest court briefly excluded Mennonites from party membership, erroneously citing opposition to armed service. Another assessment in 1937 incorrectly described their “pacifist orientation” and “rejection of National Socialist racial ideology.” This prompted a temporary ban on Mennonites within the SS clan community, even though many individuals already belonged. Denominational leaders could usually reverse such rulings, but security services continued to monitor them as a “sect.”

Mennonites in the Third Reich also contended with public debates about the fate of their coreligionists in the Soviet Union and, especially, those who fled. Contemporaneously with the transfer of refugees from Moscow to the Weimar Republic in 1929, over a thousand German-speaking individuals had escaped from Siberia over the Amur River into China. These episodes inspired a spate of novels as well as two of the Propaganda Ministry’s important early films. Flüchtlinge, released in 1933, depicted the fortunes of Russia German exiles in the Chinese city of Harbin. The plot borrowed liberally from press accounts of refugees in the same city. Joseph Goebbels awarded Flüchtlinge the first State Film Prize. The script simply called protagonists “Volga Germans,” although statistically, over half would have been Mennonites. By contrast, the 1935 film Friesennot gave its characters recognizably Mennonite traits. Friesennot followed a small German colony in Russia after the Bolshevik Revolution. Goebbels described the film in his diary as “indescribably exciting”; Hitler was “thrilled.” But Mennonite spokespersons in Germany contested the plot arc, in which the deeply pious villagers overcome Christian pacifism to fight their Bolshevik oppressors. Church leaders feared being wrongly tarred as unpatriotic.

Academic publishing provided a forum for Mennonite intellectuals and their sympathetic colleagues to establish the denomination’s compatibility with Germaness. Writers with church ties initially sought to woo coreligionists abroad, lauding Nazi ideology in religious newspapers across the Americas and at a Mennonite world conference in the Netherlands. By 1936, they formed a higher-profile campaign within the Third Reich. New periodicals, such as the church-sponsored Mennonitische Geschichtsblätter, aimed to rescue Mennonite history from earlier sectarian portrayals. Editors emphasized a four-hundred-year-old story of “fighting and suffering” in which the denomination led “millions of Germans” in migrations abroad. This line of interpretation achieved purchase in broader scholarship largely through two academic channels, both opened in 1937. First, members of the university-affiliated
Ethnic German Research Societies (which included “overseas” and “East European” divisions) founded the journal *Deutsches Archiv für Landes- und Volksforschung*, edited by Emil Meynen. Second, scholars associated with the German Foreign Institute, the League of Germandom Abroad, and Munich’s German Academy collaborated on the rival publication *Auslandsdeutsche Volksforschung*, edited by Hans Beyer.51

Situating the denomination within Nazi scholarship required finesse. Non-Mennonite academics were inclined to treat Mennonites favorably, since counting Mennonites as Germans could augment the importance of their regions or periods of study. But writers also protected their own reputations by disparaging groups deemed un-German, disloyal, or bizarre. When Karl Götz of the German Foreign Institute traveled across the Americas in 1936 and 1937, he dubbed Mexico’s Old Colony Mennonites “the strangest, spiritually and culturally insane splinter of the German race.”52 Similarly in Canada, Götz identified “fully ossified groups whose cultural and religious practices have not advanced since 1800.”53 Far-right authors rarely praised horse-and-buggy Anabaptists like the Amish, who mostly ignored Nazi advances. One image in *Das Buch vom deutschen Volksstum* showed Hutterites in Manitoba looking away from the camera, literally turning their backs on what they would have considered prideful technology. They received the label: “a Christian-communist sect.”54 Researchers frequently blamed inbreeding and isolation for causing ultraconservatives to identify as “an independent ‘race’ or an independent ‘tribe.’”55 Some, like Hans Beyer, denigrated separatism for fracturing German political unity abroad.56

Non-Mennonite scholars pointed to religious asceticism to explain what they considered to be the identity confusion of some groups. Authors did applaud religion for aiding colonists abroad in retaining German customs. Emil Meynen, à la Max Weber, credited traditionalist ecclesiology with enabling Anabaptists to exercise unusual influence among Pennsylvania Germans.57 Walter Kuhn, based on studies in Galicia, estimated Mennonites to be fourteen times better settlers than Protestants and fifty times ahead of Catholics.58 Yet writers simultaneously criticized Germans Abroad, and especially Mennonites, for narrating their character in religious rather than racial terms. Jakob Stach noted, “the word ‘Mennonite’ can mean both religion and race, and the term ‘Low German’ can, for Mennonites, also mean both race and religion.”59 Stach and his colleagues responded by demoting religion in their publications. They grouped radically different groups as “German,” despite acknowledging that migration patterns usually followed faith, not race. “The religious confession of a person is a much clearer and meaningful characteristic than national or linguistic affiliation,” wrote Kuhn—immediately prior to counting nearly all Galician Protestants as Germans (although many spoke Polish) and summarily excluding German-speaking Jews.60

In early 1938, shortly before the Third Reich’s annexation of Austria and Czechoslovakia’s Sudetenland, Nazi authorities redefined Germans Abroad. The term now meant German citizens outside Germany. Noncitizens whose “language and culture
had German origins” received the label “ethnic Germans” (Volksdeutsche). This change reflected military expansionism and plans to process new populations under German rule. It also legally recategorized most Mennonites abroad as ethnic Germans. Nazi scholars adjusted their attitudes toward the denomination apace. Heinz Kloß, for instance, had since the mid-1930s overseen a German Foreign Institute program to sow pro-Nazi sentiment among German speakers in the United States. Kloß and his colleagues tried not to alienate potential supporters through “indiscreet tactics,” notably avoiding criticism of Mennonite pacifism. Instead, they pushed subtly fascist literature through reliable locals. Kloß’s strongest Mennonite contact was John Kroeker, a Soviet émigré in Kansas who quietly circulated propaganda. As Kloß’s mandate transformed into recruiting “returnees” for Hitler’s war machine, however, he invited Kroeker to Germany to hone more aggressive skills. Kroeker became one of several Mennonite intellectuals to relocate from the US and Canada in 1939.

Recategorization of Mennonites beyond the Third Reich as noncitizen ethnic Germans functionally demoted the denomination from its prior reputation as a church of Germans Abroad. Germany’s Mennonite intelligentsia worked to cement even this lesser status. They joined forces with allies in the Association of Russia Germans who represented Catholics and Protestants in the same predicament. Scholarship in the Association’s organ, Deutsche Post as dem Osten, a new book series (Sammlung Georg Leibbrandt), and a special journal issue of Sippenkunde des Deutschtums im Ausland stressed racial ties, amplified antisemitism, and promoted migration to the Third Reich (and thus citizenship) for ethnic Germans. Mennonite writers struggled to protect denominational interests while aligning with the more powerful Russia German lobby. Some unchurched authors readily abandoned the name Mennonite. Heinrich Schröder preferred “Frisians” (Friesen) for those of Low German heritage, as popularized by the film Friesennot. But faith leaders like Benjamin Unruh used the combined term “ethnic German Mennonites.” Regardless, race usually trumped religion, as when Unruh and Schröder collaborated in 1939 to resettle a group from Paraguay to the Reich to “maintain our friendly relationship to Germany.”

**Negotiating Germanness in War and Genocide**

Nazi expansion during World War II redefined the Third Reich’s relationship to ethnic Germans and, by extension, Mennonites. Hitler justified military aggression as a means of protecting downtrodden racial comrades abroad, while the new Lebensraum secured by soldiers in Eastern Europe was supposed to house many of the world’s nineteen million ethnic Germans. Mennonites who came under Nazi occupation, if counted as Aryan, could anticipate integration into the “master race.” This might include receiving favorable treatment and rations as well as goods, houses, and businesses seized from Jews and other murder victims. Mennonites who failed to achieve this status, however, could themselves be despoiled, deported, and killed. Indeed, Nazi
attitudes toward the more than 100,000 Mennonites encountered in the Free City of Danzig, Poland, France, the Netherlands, and the Soviet Union differed significantly by location. Throughout the war years, denominational leaders in Germany urged advantageous categorization for fellow Mennonites, so long as lending support did not compromise their own privileged position. These writers continued to present Mennonitism worldwide as a uniformly German church, disavowing members of questionable loyalty or unclear Aryan credentials.72

The joint Nazi-Soviet invasion of Poland in 1939 established a template for Mennonite involvement in racial warfare. Church leaders cheered their reunification with congregations in northern Poland and the Free City of Danzig, which had once been part of Germany. As these 8,000 Mennonites joined the racial community, scholarly institutions with expertise in ethnic Germans reoriented from civilian knowledge generation to wartime missions. The German Foreign Institute, for instance, assisted and eventually fell under the jurisdiction of the Ethnic German Office of Heinrich Himmler’s SS.73 Mennonite authors like Walter Quiring and non-Mennonite counterparts such as Walter Kuhn helped sort conquered populations by race, a process involving the subjugation of Jews and other alleged enemies as well as the importation of hundreds of thousands of ethnic Germans.74 Denominational leaders simultaneously wrote to Reich authorities attesting to the racial integrity of the single Mennonite congregation to be resettled from Galicia,75 and they encouraged the two churches in central Poland to conform to their own theological practice.76 These spokespersons also benefitted from the decision of coreligionists in North America to distribute humanitarian aid in Poland, abetting renewed avowals that all Mennonites were Germans.77

Hitler’s opening of a western front in 1940 precipitated another era of denominational redefinition. A majority of France’s 3,000 Mennonites spoke German and lived in regions that, like western Poland, were soon annexed to the Reich. Spokespersons in Germany rendered legal assistance when the Gestapo briefly shuttered several churches, but they also denounced as “anti-German” the one congregation in France to openly oppose Nazi policies.78 That the Netherlands’s 65,000 Mennonites spoke Dutch and, in some cases, resisted occupation further challenged the denomination’s German image. Church leaders in the Reich had previously clarified their faith’s debts to the Dutch Reformation.79 Now they helped scholars like Erich Keyser of Danzig elevate the Dutch on racial hierarchies. Keyser reinterpreted Mennonite history in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and imperial Russia as a story of Dutch colonization.80 He and his Mennonite colleagues buttressed projects such as the eastern resettlement of thousands of Dutch volunteers under a new Dutch East Company. “The Dutch were the true vanguard of the reconquest of the German East,” wrote one booster. “Even if they, as Mennonites, led a distinctive religious life, they still otherwise stood with the other German tribes here in the East in a united racial front.”81
Senior Nazis’ wartime interest in Mennonites concentrated principally on groups in Soviet Ukraine. Having been construed in racial scholarship as archetypal ethnic Germans, these populations fit National Socialist dreams for human material that could replace the Jews, Slavs, and others whom they planned to murder or remove from Eastern Europe. After Hitler’s 1941 abrogation of the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, Soviet authorities evacuated approximately half of Ukraine’s Mennonites and other German speakers before German troops arrived. Most of the Soviet Union’s Mennonites thus spent the war in Siberia or with the Red Army. However, 35,000 remained in German-controlled Caucasus, Crimea, and Ukraine. Nearly all of these lived within or near the imagined borders of a projected Reich province called Gotengau. According to the secret Generalplan Ost, Nazi racial engineers intended to increase the German presence in this hypothetical Gotengau tenfold within fifteen years to around one million inhabitants. Mennonites comprised a third of ethnic Germans already in the region, rendering them a critical seed population. Occupiers referred to the colonies with the most Mennonite residents as Chortitza, Halbstadt, and Kronau. All three inspired jurisdictional disputes among covetous Nazi agencies.

Mennonites in German-controlled areas of the Soviet Union were, like their neighbors, subject to racial classification and the privileges or punishments it entailed. Academics who had previously categorized the USSR’s Mennonites as ethnic Germans in theory thereby prepared Nazi forces to favorably handle a majority of those they encountered, while consigning any who did not meet criteria for ethnic German status to repression. Many scholars with expertise in Mennonitism took part in this wartime process from afar or in person. Georg Leibbrandt helped plan the “Final Solution” at the Wannsee Conference, and fellow Russia German activists in the East Ministry produced maps and handbooks on the Soviet Union’s ethnic Germans for military and administrative use. Specialists often accompanied such documents in the field. Hans Beyer consulted for Einsatzgruppe C while this murder squad and its aides, including local Mennonites, slaughtered thousands of Jews and communists around Chortitza. Karl Stumpp headed an East Ministry team of eighty people that separated ethnic Germans from Jews and Slavs in colonies like Kronau. Hans Rempel made further recommendations for ethnic cleansing. And Karl Götz, based in Halbstadt, oversaw SS education programs for ethnic Germans across Ukraine.

For leading National Socialists, Mennonites living in the Reich Commissariat Ukraine and nearby war zone, above all, constituted part of the region’s broader ethnic German populace. Field reports from SS commandos, East Ministry officials, and other visitors tended to compare Mennonites favorably to neighboring Protestants and Catholics. Both Himmler and Rosenberg appear to have shared this view, although only rarely did either man distinguish among ethnic Germans by religion. And while their offices sanctioned Mennonite church life as an antidote to atheist Bolshevism, Nazi organizational priorities for ethnic Germans lay with administration, welfare, agriculture, and defense. In practice, authorities preserved an inexact division between
groups by religion to maintain morale. This pattern persisted even when the course of the war led occupiers to consolidate ethnic German colonies or move them wholesale. By early 1944, as the eastern front retracted, Himmler ordered the evacuation of all 350,000 ethnic Germans from Ukraine and Transnistria to Nazi-occupied Poland. He also designated that they be called Black Sea Germans (Schwarzmeerdeutsche). Codifying this previously informal term just as members left the Black Sea region allowed Himmler to manage their resettlement en masse to the west.

The term Mennonite shaped wartime decisions at midlevel tiers, even if this label meant little at top Nazi echelons. Since one in ten Black Sea Germans was Mennonite, those traveling west in 1944 could benefit during fresh rounds of categorization when perceived as belonging to a superior subgroup. “Mennonites are surely among the most reliable Germans,” one migration officer wrote, suggesting that they be placed to “influence fellow settlers of less clear loyalty.” Inversely, Mennonites could also be disadvantaged by association with larger groupings. They complained, in some cases, to Nazi officials who had run their colonies in occupied Soviet areas. Especially in the Warthegau province, where most Germans had migrated from elsewhere, Black Sea Germans faced prejudices. New arrivals reported property confiscations, cramped quarters, and undesirable employment. Concerned SS officers sought to improve conditions through the Gau Office for Ethnic Questions, whose activities included circulating a brochure on Mennonites by Karl Götz. This document, which reflected much of the scholarship about the denomination appearing in Germany since the 1920s, encouraged Warthegau administrators to treat members well so that, following the war, “whole groups of Mennonites overseas” would relocate to Germany.

While fantasies of a global Mennonite migration to Hitler’s empire collapsed with the Third Reich, the legacies of the denomination’s entanglement with Nazism persisted into the postwar years. As Europe’s Mennonites were liberated or came under Allied occupation, their perceived relationship to Germanness mediated access to housing, mobility, and material goods. Indeed, 10,000 Mennonites from eastern Germany, occupied Poland, and the former Free City of Danzig had fled westward in 1945 in advance of Soviet troops, most ultimately making new homes in West Germany rather than returning to the reconstituted Polish state. Coreligionists in France and the Netherlands buried links to wartime Aryan status. They preferred narratives of resistance and repression. Finally, a majority of Mennonites from the USSR who had retreated as Black Sea Germans with the SS now faced repatriation by the Red Army. Church leaders from Europe and North America aided those who escaped deportation. Invoking Nazi-era and earlier writings about the unclarity of these groups’ Germanness, spokespersons cast them as a unique “ethnic minority of neither German nor Russian origin.” More than 15,000 Mennonites migrated from Europe to the Americas by 1955, most receiving United Nations assistance as non-Germans.
Conclusion

Studying how Nazi racial categories structured power in the Third Reich and facilitated wartime atrocities requires understanding how these systems absorbed and were, in turn, changed by alternative organizational criteria. Mennonitism as a concept was not intrinsically consistent with National Socialist ideology nor were Mennonites as humans, in their myriad manifestations, preordained to meet with approval from far-right nationalists. The denomination’s relationship to religious tenets like pacifism and its inclusion of potential non-Germans first had to be clarified. Contingent factors, including the 1929 refugee crisis and a longer history of global migrations, favorably conditioned members’ admission into Nazi consciousness, and Mennonite leaders knew their communities would benefit if National Socialists treated them as predominantly or exclusively German. But maintaining privilege necessitated constant modification by supposed racial experts. Far-right scholars writing within as well as outside religious institutions vouched for the compatibility of Mennonitism (selectively defined) with German identity. Their efforts to reorient the faith around racial ideology lent it legitimacy in the eyes of Nazi bureaucrats. Church spokespersons could then press for legal concessions as part of the overall German people.

The place of Mennonites in Nazi thought and practice from the Weimar Republic through World War II reflected the denomination’s movement through a heterogeneous set of racial categories. Subdivisions within Gemanness provided key resources. Terminology such as Germans Abroad, Russia Germans, ethnic Germans, Frisians, Dutch, and Black Sea Germans afforded cover to people of otherwise dubious value, which explains these labels’ proliferation and popularity in the Third Reich. By identifying as an ethnic subgroup or series of subgroups within Gemanness, Mennonites could justify themselves as distinct yet still within the bounds of racial acceptability. However, reclassifying the denomination using racial criteria meant downplaying religious characteristics. Nazi officials who invoked the term Mennonite when making decisions about people in the Third Reich or occupied Europe frequently employed racialized definitions: Mennonites were loyal Germans while non-Aryan or subversive individuals were inherently non-Mennonite. This logic gave most Mennonites safe passage, brokered at the expense of a minority of members along with millions of Jews and other Europeans consigned to robbery, enslavement, and execution. Mennonitism was intertwined with Nazism, twisted by terms of racial endearment.
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